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D/ Packaging Line Cross Slicer 208 
Semi-automatic packaging line perfectly completing D/ Cross Slicer 208 
 
Daub has developed a semi-automatic packaging line perfectly completing D/ Cross Slicer 208. 
The complete unit comprises a bread slicer, bag blower and horizontal conveyor line with bag 
closing system for clip or twist closures. Swivel wheels and compact design make the unit easy 
movable so it can be used in various locations. 
 
After slicing of the bread, the bag blower opens the plastic bag by inflating air. Sliced bread is 
inserted manually in one natural movement into the bag and onto the conveyor line. Filled bags 
are then transported over the conveyor line to the bag closing system for final closure. 
 
The complete unit of bread slicer, bag blower, conveyor line and bag closing system is with a 
total footprint of just over 4m2 the ideal compact slice- and packaging solution for any semi-
industrial bakery. 
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D/ Cross Slicer 208 with semi-automatic packaging line 
Compact slice- and packaging solution for semi-industrial bakeries 
 
 Semi-automatic packaging line with bag closing system in combination with a D/ Cross Slicer 

208 
 Complete unit comprises a bread slicer, bag blower table and horizontal conveyor line with 

bag closing system 
 Conveyor line can be placed on both right or left side of the bread slicer 
 Bag closure with clip band or clip 
 Max. capacity of both D/ Cross Slicer 208 and packaging line bag closing system is 1,200 

breads per hour * 
 Minimum footprint of just over 4m2 of complete unit incl. bread slicer 
 Packaging line is standard equipped with lockable swivel wheels for effortless positioning 
 
* Depending on product specification and operator efficiency 

 
Power 0.9 kW, 3-phase (*), 0.6 kW, 1-phase (**), net weight 640 kg 
WxDxH 185 x 245 x 190 cm (clip) 
 
(*) D/ Cross Slicer 208 (**) Conveyer with bag closing system 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 


